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Holiday with dog - together on river cruise 

Since 2009 we successfully carry out our river cruises with dog. On board MS 

Poseidon, dogs are not "allowed" or "tolerated" during the river cruise with mum 

and dad, as in some hotels, but dogs are absolutely welcome on board! 

What's more, our four-legged friends are in the foreground on our travels across 

Holland's rivers and canals as well as the Rhine and the Moselle. 

  

Holidays among like-minded people - this is the beloved and lived motto for 

animal lovers on the journey. On our "owner-dog-trips" animal lovers meet and 

undertake a journey, tailored to a shared experience of humans and dogs. Our 

river cruises take us to neighboring Holland, where the dog is a welcome holiday 

guest. Of course, guests without a dog are also welcome. 
 

For your four-legged fr iends 

On board, everything is trying to prepare you and your dog a nice holiday. Of 

course, in the numerous dogs traveling with a "small house rules" must be 

followed. The stay for your dog is permitted on a leash in all guest areas on 

board. Whether in the salon, restaurant, at the reception or on deck - you can 

carry your four-legged darling with you. Fresh drinking water is available both in 

public spaces and in the cabin. Bring the usual food with you, so that your four-

legged friend can eat his familiar food. For a treat at the front desk is of course 

taken care of. The moorings we have laid so that during the day several stops in 

mostly smaller places are inserted. In between we have set up a small dog 

meadow on the sundeck. 



River cruises with dog 2019 

   
 

•  
ALL 

INCLUSIVE 

 

MS Poseidon - Holland - 7-day dog cruise 
 

Cologne - Utrecht - Zaandam - Lelystad - Deventer - Krefeld - Cologne 

o River cruises with dog from longtime specialist 

o 4 paws on river cruise through Holland 

| Price pp incl. Dog from € 689, - 
  



•  
ALL 

INCLUSIVE 

 

MS Poseidon - Romance on the Middle Rhine - 7-day 

dog cruise 
 

Cologne - Königswinter - Koblenz - Rüdesheim - Frankfurt - Boppard - Bonn - 

Cologne 

o River cruise with dog - only with 1AVista Travel! 

o 4 paws on Rhine river cruise 

o On the trail of the Nibelungen to the European city of Strasbourg 

| Price per person incl. Dog from € 889, - 



  
ALL 

INCLUSIVE 

 

MS Poseidon - Moselromantik - 7-day dog cruise 
 

Cologne - Andernach - Cochem - Bernkastel-Kues - Zell - Koblenz - Bonn - 

Cologne 

o River cruises with dog from longtime specialist 

o Romantic towns and landscapes on the Mosel 

24.09.2019 | Price pp incl. Dog from € 1.169, - 

Affordable dog cruises with ALL INCLUSIVE board - Book 

now online 

https://www.1avista.de/f lussreisen/f lussreisen-mit-hund.html 
 


